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IPSC

DIFFERENTIATION
DefiniGEN’s core technology platform has focussed
on the development of differentiation protocols
which increases the success of generating viable,
functional, and mature hepatocytes from either
patient material (generally fibroblasts and PBMCs)
or existing iPSC lines.

With DefiniGEN’s differentiation service, we
deliver high-quality bespoke cell models derived
from patient donors or existing iPSC lines. As an
alternative to the provision of client cells we can
source donor material from our extensive network.

CELL TYPES AVAILABLE

WHY CHOOSE DEFINIGEN

Small scale optimization
Hepatocyte

Establish optimal conditions
Differentiation success

Intestinal

Our scientific team have optimized
differentiation protocols for endodermal cell
types across hundreds of different donor
lines, both wild-type and diseased, and have

Pancreatic

established a best-in-class methodology
for maximizing the chances of successful
differentiation.

IPSC DIFFERENTIATION

WORKFLOW
IPSC Reprogramming or
sourcing
Expansion in culture system
Small scale differentiation
Large scale differentiation
Product validation
Delivery

QUALITY CONTROL

8-10
WEEKS

Typical
turnaround
time

We have a rigorous quality control
process as part of our differentiation
service

Hepatocyte differentiation: cell morphology, viability, sterility testing,
qPCR analysis of hepatocyte markers: Albumin, A1AT, HNF4a

7+
YEARS

Of
successfully
completed
projects

Pancreatic differentiation: cell morphology, viability, sterility testing,
qPCR analysis of pancreatic markers insulin and glucagon, GSIS
assay - low glucose and high glucose
Intestinal differentiation: cell morphology, viability, sterility testing,
qPCR analysis of intestinal markers: VILLIN, CHGA, SLCO2B1, ABCB1,
CYP2J2, PXR, VDR, UGT2B7, CYP2D6 and CYP3A4.

IPSC Differentiation

CRISPR

GENE EDITING
Combining our deep expertise in handling iPSCs
with CRISPR genome editing technology, our
Gene Editing Service team can design and create
iPSCs that are edited to meet your project needs.

Our expertise can help design the guide RNA’s
(gRNA) in silico for maximum efficiency, then
optimize the electroporation of the cell line in
question to best establish ideal conditions for the
gene edit. Our team then methodically sequence
a number of clones to confirm the precise genetic
manipulation has been successful.

PROJECT TYPES AVAILABLE
Knockout
Indel for gene disruption
Large deletions

WHY CHOOSE DEFINIGEN

We work as a research partner
offering collaborative services

Multiple deletions

Knockin

+ We offer weekly calls with our clients

Point mutations/SNPs

+ Interim emails with project reports

Large cassettes integration

+ Experimental design and training on handling cells

Tag Reporter

GENE EDITING

DefiniGEN’s gene-editing service provides high-quality edited human
iPSC models from patient donor or disease specific lines. The cells will be
edited accordingly using CRISPR/Cas9 technology

WORKFLOW
DefiniGEN’s gene-editing service provides high-quality edited human iPSC models from patient donor or
disease specific lines.

Design and

Transfection

Assessment of

Single cell

Screening and

Selected iPSC edited

validation in WT

of DefiniGEN’s

editing efficiency

seeding

identification of

clone to be expanded,

iPSC line of 3

proprietary WT cell

at pool level

KI/KO clones

cryopreserved - report

single sgRNAs

line with Cas9/sgRNA

generation with sanger

- manufacture

RNP complex

sequencing data,

of best suitable

pluripotency markers

sgRNA for targeting

expression, sterility, and
mycoplasma test.

QUALITY CONTROL PROCESS

We have a rigorous quality
control process as part of our
gene-editing service

Rapid
turnaround time

+ Visual inspection via cell morphology
+ mRNA expression of pluripotency markers: OCT-4,
SOX2, NANOG via qPCR
+ Sanger sequencing analysis

High success
rates

+ Sterility of final cell product - mycoplasma
Additional add-ons available*
CRISPR Gene Editing

CRISPR

MODELING
DefiniGEN’s CRISPR modeling service provides
the ability to repair causative mutations to
patient-derived lines, or introduce alleles into
a healthy parental line. The differentiated
disease model human cells provide a powerful
tool to support preclinical research.

The

CRISPR-Cas9

system

can

achieve

highly specific and precise targeting for the
genetic manipulation of cells and cell lines,
transforming the field of genome engineering
and presenting a wealth of new possibilities
for Research and Development.

PROJECT TYPES AVAILABLE

WHY CHOOSE DEFINIGEN

Knockout

Phenotypically validated disease

Indel for gene disruption

models support preclinical

Large deletions

research

Multiple deletions

Knockin

+ IPSC differentiation technology robustly delivers

Point mutations/SNPs

reproducible and phenotypically relevant models

Large cassettes integration
Tag Reporter

+ Unedited parental lines are differentiated to provide
perfect isogenic controls

CRISPR MODELING

With our years of experience generating mature, primary-like cells from
iPSCs and our proficiency at using CRISPR for targeted genome editing,
we can build the cells that best reflect the biology you wish to model.

WORKFLOW
DefiniGEN’s CRISPR modeling service provides high-quality edited human iPSC models from patient
donor or disease specific lines.

Design and validation in WT

Transfection of

Assessment of level of

iPSC line of 3 single sgRNAs

DefiniGEN’s proprietary WT

CRISPR activity at pool

Single cell seeding

- manufacture of best suitable

cell line with Cas9/sgRNA

level

sgRNA for targeting

RNP complex

OptiDIFF platform differentiation

Optimization to evaluate

Expansion of modified iPSC

Screening of clones

to differentiate iPSC to end cell

the best differentiation

line to generate start material

and identification of KI

type

parameters

and master cell banking

clones

QUALITY CONTROL PROCESS

We have a rigorous quality
control process as part of our
gene-editing service
CRISPR Gene-editing stage: visual inspection via cell
morphology, mRNA expression of pluripotency markers: OCT-4,
SOX2, NANOG via qPCR. Sanger sequencing analysis, sterility
of final cell product - mycoplasma
Differentiation stage: cell morphology, viability, sterility testing,
qPCR analysis of key markers for end cell type
Additional add-ons available*

Rapid
turnaround
time

High success
rates
CRISPR Modeling

CRISPR

MODELING
MODELLING NON-ALCOHOLIC FATTY LIVER DISEASE (NAFLD)
CRISPR GENE-EDITED DISEASE MODEL
Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is characterized by the accumulation of fat within the liver that can lead to inflammation,
fibrosis, and hepatocellular carcinoma. The most common disease implicated genetic variant is I148M in the gene coding for
Patatin-like phospholipase domain-containing protein 3 (PNPLA3).
The aim of this project was to perform CRISPR gene-editing on DefiniGEN’s iPSC line to generate a disease model. DefiniGEN
disease modelled NAFLD hepatocytes represent an optimized model for drug discovery applications and a principal tool for
elucidating the underlying mechanisms of the disease.

CHARACTERIZATION
Disease circuit verification

Figure 1. Sanger sequencing of the edited PNPLA3 gene using CRISPR/Cas9 in the reference hiPSC line. (A) PNPLA3 gene in
the wild-type line. (B) PNPLA3 homozygous knock-in clone with the I148M mutation (Isoleucine to methionine at position 148,
exon 3). (C) PNPLA3 homozygous knock-out with a 6bp deletion and no frameshift mutation.

Key hepatocyte marker analysis

Figure 2. Functional analysis of Def-HEP PNPLA3 cells. qPCR analysis indicates that the PNPLA3 CRISPR-modified cells can
be successfully differentiated into hepatocyte cells that express key hepatocyte markers at similar levels to primary human
hepatocytes (PHH).

CRISPR MODELING

With our years of experience generating mature, primary-like cells from
iPSCs and our proficiency at using CRISPR for targeted genome editing,
we can build the cells that best reflect the biology you wish to model.

Fatty acid accumulation

Figure 3. Fatty acid accumulation in Def-HEP PNPLA3 cells. BODIPY staining shows a higher accumulation of lipids in Def-HEP
I148M when cultured in low-lipid media. When cells are treated with 0.25mM of Oleic acid for 7 days all cell variants demonstrate
an increase in lipid accumulation. A moderate increase in lipid accumulation can be observed with treatment of 0.25mM of
Palmitic acid for 7 days.

Heatmap

Figure 4. Heatmap analysis showing the differential expression of relevant lipid metabolism and accumulation genes.
PNPLA3 I148M variant shows a significantly altered gene expression pattern when compared to Def-HEP WT.
CRISPR Modeling

IPSC

PATIENT DERIVED MODEL
It is known that genetic variability in donors can
influence the capacity of donor material to generate
truly pluripotent lines that can effectively differentiate
in to ‘end’ cell types.

DefiniGEN’s patient-derived iPSC custom cell model
development service utilizes our proprietary OptiDIFF
platform to generate highly functional terminally
differentiated cells to fit client specifications.

All projects are structured to ensure the client receives
their desired custom patient-derived iPSC disease
model by using multiple donors and clonal lines with
the lines being assessed and ranked at each stage to
ensure that the best line is used in large scale custom
cell model production.

CELL TYPES AVAILABLE
Hepatocyte

WHY CHOOSE DEFINIGEN

Unique access to samples
Phenotypically relevant
Robust differentiation
DefiniGEN can source a disease patient sample

Intestinal

for iPSC line generation or use an existing iPSC
line from a range of cell banks

Recapitulate patient disease phenotype
Pancreatic

through our iPSC disease modeling platform.

PATIENT MODELING

WORKFLOW
Patient sample sourcing
IPSC generation
IPSC differentiation
Cryopreservation and
banking
Product Validation
Delivery

QUALITY CONTROL

We have a rigorous quality
Robust
Differentiation

control process as part of our
patient derived modeling service
Hepatocyte: cell morphology, viability, sterility testing, qPCR
analysis of hepatocyte markers: Albumin, A1AT, HNF4a
Pancreatic: cell morphology, viability, sterility testing, qPCR
analysis of pancreatic markers insulin and glucagon, GSIS assay

Phenotypically

- low glucose and high glucose

relevant
Intestinal: cell morphology, viability, sterility testing, qPCR
analysis of intestinal markers: VILLIN, CHGA, SLCO2B1, ABCB1,
CYP2J2, PXR, VDR, UGT2B7, CYP2D6 and CYP3A4.

Patient-derived Modeling

Address

DefiniGEN Limited | Moneta B280 | Babraham
Research Campus | Cambridge
| United Kingdom | CB22 3AT

Email

info@definigen.com

Website

www.definigen.com
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